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Abstract
Business Intelligence with Data Warehouse technologies are known in the literature as solutions that allow
access to business data dynamically and analytical operations on them. Scientific literature lacks works that
investigate the current use of these technologies in the agrarian sector, at the international level in the last 10
years. This work presents a bibliometric analysis, which was done through the ProKnow-C methodology, of the
application of Business Intelligence and Data Warehouse technologies in the agrarian sector. The objective is to
investigate the dissemination of such technologies in this sector in national and international scale. The main
findings were the following: number of papers in last years are increasing. Majority of papers were found in the
journal named Computers and Eletronics in Agriculture, with a great number of colaborations between authors
of France. Few colaborations between authors from different countries were found. Sandro Bimonte was the
most cited author. France and India highlight in researches approaching Data Warehouse and Business
Intelligence usage in agrarian sciences. The majority of references from Bibliographic Portfolio were from
2001-2010. 66% of papers use some open source technology. Star schema is the most used modelling technique
and the use of Unified Modeling Language by authors of France in agricultural Data Warehouse modelling is
encouraged. The main limitations were the impossibility of free access in some databases, absence of research on
proprietary solutions of technology market in the rural sector and few number of keyword searches.
Keywords: agribusiness, decision making, decision support systems, ProKnow-C
1. Introduction
The need for technologies to optimize decision making processes in organizations is increasing, as large volumes
of data are generated daily and the requirement for useful strategic information is growing (Shahid et al., 2016).
In a similar context of other kind of organizations, rural producers, farmers and professionals in the agrarian
sector also need to subsidize their decisions, to optimize productivity or reduce the risks and uncertainties
inherent in their activities. In Brazil, for example, the decision-making processes of small and medium-sized
rural producers are often based on experience, intuition and informality rather than data, statistics and analytical
methods with scientific support (Chavez, Magalhães, Benedetti, Blos, & Silva, 2010; Hofer, Pacheco, Souza, &
Protil, 2011). In France, the use of Information Technologies (IT) by farmers is limited and generally, they are
non-skilled users (Bimonte et al., 2013).
A concept that relates decision-making processes, large volumes of data, extraction of useful information and
knowledge discovery is Business Intelligence (BI). BI has capabilities focused on creating and managing
information, allowing employees in an organization to make better decisions (Diaz & Caralt, 2011). One of the
components of a BI solution is the Data Warehouse (DW). DW is a subject-oriented, integrated, non-volatile and
time-variant data source (Inmon, 2002). The DW, together with ETL (Extraction, Transformation and Load)
process, help in organizing, integrating and cleaning the data, as well as facilitating the use of data visualization
tools and knowledge extraction, such as data mining tools, online analytical processing (OLAP), reporting,
ad-hoc queries, among others. DW is widely used in different sectors, such as: government, business, financial,
health, industry, education, agribusiness, among others (Rai, Dubey, Chaturvedi, & Malhotra, 2008; Shahid et al.,
2016).
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Although there are some BI reviews presented in the literature (Bergeron, 2000; Chee et al., 2009; Obeidat,
North, Richardson, Rattanak, North, 2015; Llave, 2017), current and published papers in high impact journals
that synthesize the use of these technologies as solutions in the agrarian sector and related areas in an
international scope were not found. One of the ways of building current knowledge on a topic is through
bibliometrics. Bibliometry is a technique for quantitative analysis that makes it possible to produce statistics to
measure the production and dissemination of scientific knowledge on a theme (Araújo, 2006). Bibliometrics can
be done by the analysis of citations, collaboration between countries, authors and institutions, quantification of
the content of the articles, impact factor, place of publication, keywords, among others (Ellegaard & Wallin,
2015).
It is observed a research gap that this study aims to fill, by answering the following guiding question of this
article: What is the scientific production related to the use of BI and DW technologies in the agrarian sector, in
national and international conferences and journals? From this issue, questions arise such as: the main authors
and countries that contribute to these researches, the main events and journals with relevant publications, the
level of interest in this topic over the years, citations and recognition of the works found and quantification of
specific aspects of the most relevant works. Therefore, the objective of this review is to present a quantitative
bibliometric analysis to review how BI and DW technologies in the agrarian sector have been applied, using the
ProKnow-C methodology (L. Ensslin, S. R. Ensslin, Lacerda, & Tasca, 2010).
This study is organized as follows: Section 2 addresses the basic principles of BI and DW. Section 3 presents the
materials and methods of the work. Section 4 presents the execution of ProKnow-C and the results found.
Section 5 presents a discussion and synthesis of the results and characteristics of the works selected for the final
Bibliographic Portfolio (BP) that will contribute scientifically to a better knowledge about the topic of interest.
Section 6 presents the final considerations and proposals for future work.
2. Business Intelligence and Data Warehouse
There are different definitions for the term Business Intelligence in literature, but most of them agree on the
importance of subsidizing and optimizing the decision-making of an organization using such techniques (Turban,
Sharda, & Delen, 2011; Chaudhuri, Dayal, & Narasayya, 2011; Diaz & Caralt, 2011). BI is the set of
methodologies, applications, practices and capacities focused on the creation and administration of information,
allowing the employees of an organization to make better decisions (Diaz & Caralt, 2011). BI is not a tool or
technology, although today it helps on aspects that optimize data storage, processing, analysis and visualization.
The goal of BI is “to enable interactive access (sometimes real time) to data, to enable manipulation of data, and
to give business managers and analysts the ability to conduct appropriate analysis” (Turban et al., 2011, p. 19).
The generic BI architecture has the following components (Kimball & Ross, 2013):
•
Data sources: The organization’s internal or external data repositories, which provide data for the DW. The
databases are managed by the Database Management System (DBMS), which are present in systems like
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Supply Chain Management
(SCM) and Online Transaction Processing (OLTP). It is also possible to have repositories like files, spreadsheets,
sensor data and unstructured data, among others.
•
Extraction-Transformation-Load (ETL): The data must be extracted from the data repositories, transformed,
filtered, processed and redefined. This process targets the data quality for the next step, the load for the DW for
analytical processes.
•
Presentation Area: Location where data is organized, stored and made available for user queries, analytic
applications and BI tools. Usually, the repository is the DW, a data repository that provides a global, common
and integrated view of data—independently how they are going to be used later by users. This kind of repository
has the following properties: stable, coherent, reliable and with historic information (Diaz & Caralt, 2011, p. 32,
Our traduction)
•
BI applications: They are the capabilities provided to the users to access the presentation area to obtain
information for an analytical decision making. It can be simply as an ad-hoc query or it can be a complex
application of data mining.

DW architectures usually have the following elements:
•
Data Mart (DM): These are a subset of the DW data, after being transformed and filtered in the ETL
process, to meet the demands of a specific set of users or department of an organization.
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Stagee Area: Interm
mediate data rrepository thatt sits betweenn operational ddata sources aand DW, which is
intended too aid in the ET
TL process andd should result in improved ddata quality.
•

Metaadata: structureed and codifieed data that heelps to describbe, organize, iidentify, discovver and admin
nister
instances oor data. In shorrt, they are datta about the daata.
•

Conventioonal database systems,
s
which follow the E
Entity-Relationnship (ER) m
model, generallyy meet operattional
demands, focusing on availability
a
andd performancee of transactioon processing,, like OLTP (O
Online Transaction
Processingg) systems, foor example. A DW, orienteed and optimiized for queries and analyttical processin
ng, is
modeled inn dimensional schemas (Kim
mball & Ross, 2013). Dimennsional modelss have fact andd dimension ta
ables.
Dimensionn tables contaiin descriptive data about thee business subbjects and factt tables containn quantitative data,
metrics, m
measurements or
o key-perform
mance indicatoors about the bbusiness. The literature pressents the following
dimensionnal models: Sttar schema—oone fact table connected w
with the dimennsions in star format, snowflake
squema—oone fact table connected witth the dimensioons in a normaalized form annd fact constelllation—dimensions
shared betw
ween fact tables (Han, Kambber, & Pei, 20111).
There are other importannt concepts abbout BI like D
DW architecturre selection, diifferences betw
ween the mode
elling
schemas, ggranularity off data, dimenssions type, meetrics type, am
mong others. IIt is suggestedd some recogn
nized
books for m
more details (K
Kimball & Ross, 2013; Inmoon, 2002; Han et al., 2011).
3. Materiaals and Methoods
The researrch is descripttive and biblioometric, focussing on the invvestigation of the scientific literature, thrrough
articles pub
ublished in national and internnational conferrences and jourrnals with the ttheme related tto the use of BI and
DW in thee agrarian sectoor. The study iss characterizedd as documentaary through secondary data oof scientific artticles
available iin the bibliogrraphic databasses analyzed. T
The study is qqualitative andd quantitative for describing
g and
measuringg aspects of sciientific production.
The ProK
Know-C (Know
wledge Devellopment Proceess-Constructivvist) interventtion instrumennt is used in
n this
research (E
Ensslin et al., 2010). Figure 1 shows the nnumber of papers that mentioon or apply PrroKnow-C ove
er the
years. Thiss review was conducted
c
in Juune 2018. The search keyword used was “P
ProKnow-C” thhrough searches on
title, abstraact, and keywoords (except G
Google Scholarr, where you caan search by tittle or in all texxt).

F
Figure
1. Numbber of papers bby year in Gooogle Scholar annd Scopus
Source: Auuthors, 2018.
method over tthe years in theese databases, with
It is possibble to see an inncrease in the number of cittations to this m
few excepttions. This dem
monstrates a possible growinng interest of thhe scientific coommunity. Som
me articles tha
at use
this methoodology have been
b
produced with a significcant number of citations (Affonso, Souza, & Ensslin, 2012; L.
Ensslin, S.. R. Ensslin, & Pacheco, 20112; Waiczyk & Ensslin, 20133).
ProKnow--C has four phhases: selectionn of the BP off articles on thee research subj
bject, bibliometric analysis of BP,
systemic aanalysis and deefinition of thee research queestion and reseearch objectivee. BP selectionn is subdivided
d into
four stagees: selection off keywords, selection of daatabases, searcch of articles iin databases w
with keywordss and
article filteering. The bibbliometric anallysis is subdivvided in the annalysis of fouur attributes off the articles of
o the
portfolio: relevance of journals,
j
scienntific recognitiion, major autthors and mosst used keywoords (Ensslin et
e al.,
2012). Thee next section will
w approach ProKnow-C eexecution.
4. Results
i the followinng criteria: (i) articles publisshed in journaals and confereences, (ii) stages of
This workk is delimited in
BP selectiion and bibliiometric analyysis of ProKnnow-C, (iii) ppublished pappers with tem
mporal delimittation
(2008-2018), (iv) a few number
n
of keyywords used annd only one search carried ouut in each dataabase, (v) datab
bases
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and searchh mechanisms of CAPES (C
Coordination oof Improvemennt of Higher E
Education Perssonnel) Period
dicals
with free access to artiicles of the aggrarian sciencces; (vi) alignm
ment of articlles with the thheme accordin
ng to
researcherrs’ perception.
The execuution of ProKnnow-C starts frrom the definiition of the ressearch axes off interest of thee researchers. Only
one searchh axis was defined: use of BII/DW as solutioons in the agraarian sector.
4.1 Biblioggraphic Portfoolio Selection
The selection of BP was performed byy selecting the kkeywords, seleecting the apprropriate databaases for this se
earch,
performingg the search of
o the articles iin the databasses with the keeywords and ffiltering of raw
w article bank. It is
important to emphasize that it is posssible that the kkeywords do nnot contemplaate most of thee scientific artticles
related to the research area.
a
It is neceessary to perfoorm a keywordd adherence teest after selectting the raw article
bank to ideentify the needd to adjust the keywords. Texxt mining for ffurther analysiss can also be uused.
The keyw
words defined for
f the searchh of articles inn the databasess and the com
mbinations of llogical instruc
ctions
(AND andd OR) used were
w
the folloowing: (“businness intelligennce” OR “inteeligencia de nnegocio” OR “data
“
warehousee” OR “data warehousing”
w
O
OR “armazem
m de dados” O
OR “almacen dde datos”) AN
ND (agricultur*
* OR
livestock O
OR pecuaria OR
O ganaderia O
OR agribusinesss OR agroneggocio OR agroiindustria).
The next step was the definition of tthe bibliograpphic databases to execute thhe searches. O
Only databasess and
search enggines available in CAPES and aligned w
with the area of knowledgee relevant to the research topic
(Agrarian Sciences) werre considered. CAPES playss a key role in the expansionn and consoliddation of the sttricto
sensu posttgraduate and graduate courrses in Brazil. CAPES has a virtual libraryy that brings ttogether and makes
m
available to teaching annd research innstitutions in Brazil the innternational sccientific produuction. Of the 197
possibilitiees, were seleected: AGRIS,, BDPA, EBSSCO, Google Scholar, ProoQuest, SciEL
LO, ScienceDirect,
SCOPUS, SpringerLinkk, Taylor & Frrancis Online,, Web of Sciennce and Wileyy Online Libraary. In the CA
APES
portal, only the categoriees “complete text”, “referencces with abstraacts” and “searrch tools” weree considered.
earch
The searchh for articles was mostly ddone in the tittle, abstract, aand keyword fields simultaaneously. In se
engines thhat did not alloow this combiination, the seaarch were perrformed in the full text. 1435 papers in tw
welve
databases with defined keywords weere found. Figgure 2 shows the number oof publicationns per database. In
Google Sccholar, 20200 results
r
with thhe keywords innitially set weree found, but thhe tool displayys only the first 100
pages. Onlly the works of
o first ten pagges of the searcch tool, sortedd by relevance,, were importeed, resulting in
n 173
papers.

Figurre 2. Number oof articles founnd in databasess
Source: Auuthors, 2018.
o the keyworrds to the reseearch topic is tested. In this step, a randdomized paperr was
Finally, thhe adherence of
selected frrom each dataabase to verifyy the adherencce of the keyw
words, totalingg 12 papers. 777% of the sele
ected
papers hadd at least one of the keywoords defined att the beginninng of this research, thereforee such words were
consideredd adequate for this research.
In order too perform the filtering of thee 1435 works,, five steps weere performed sequentially w
with the help of
o the
following tools: Mendeleey v. 1.19.1 annd Excel 2013.
a) Elimiination of reduundant works (170 of 1435, 11.85%). Figure 3 shows thhe year distribbution of the works
w
found withhout the redunddancies.
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F
Figure 3. Publiications numbeer by year
Source: Auuthors, 2018.
a
for thhe discarding oof papers not relevant to the topic in researrch. If abstracts and
b) Readding titles and abstracts
titles did nnot address reesearch and im
mplementationss of BI and D
DW solutions iin the agrariann sector, they were
eliminatedd. Some works did not have tthe abstract avvailable, so theyy were also disscarded (1108 of 1265, 87.59
9%).
c) Onlyy the articles with
w open accesss, written in eenglish, portugguese or spanissh languages, w
with correct ye
ear of
publicationn and without duplicates werre considered ((51 of 157; 32.48%).
d) Analyysis of the nuumber of citaations of the articles and aanalysis of thee year for artticles excluded
d for
reinsertionn. Google Schoolar was used to analyze thee citations of eeach paper. Pappers that had aat least one cittation
were conssidered, being therefore rem
moved 25 workks. Of the worrks removed, 8 were reinserrted into the set
s of
articles inncluded for thhe next step, since they arre very recentt works (2017 and 2018) and did not have
opportunitties to be citedd (17 of 106; 166.04%). Some works consider that for the reinsertion of articles in BP, they
must be reecent and have at least one of the authors oof the most citeed papers of B
BP, as criteria ffor reinsertion. This
approach were not conssidered due too small number of publicattions and to pprovide visibillity for paperss and
authors whho have not haad this opportuunity yet.
e) Full rreading of the remaining 89 papers. In thiis stage, 60 pappers were disccarded (60 of 889, 67.42%) due to
not showinng sufficient asspects of a DW
W or BI solutioon applied in aagrarian sector.. Objectively, iit was considerred if
the articles presented thhe dimensionall models, archhitecture of thee solution, techhnologies and methods used
d and
the problem
m to be solvedd. Also, the addequacy with tthis investigation and presenntation of conssistent results were
consideredd. The remaininng 29 were evaluated in the bibliometric aanalysis stage.
4.2 Bibliom
metric Analysiis
In this secction is presennted the analysis of BP andd bibliographicc references off the articles ppresent in BP. The
informatioon quantified and
a analyzed were: citationns, time distribbution of papeers in BP, pappers by authorr and
periodicalss, and journalls relevance. T
The same info
formation weree analyzed froom the BP reeferences, with
h the
exception of citations. The
T objective oof this stage is tto analyze the information aand generate knnowledge abou
ut the
subject, coonsidering thee scientific recognition of tthe articles, thhe most relevvant periodicalls, most impo
ortant
authors annd analysis of keywords
k
of thhe works.
4.2.1 Bibliiometric Analyysis of BP
Table 1 shows the 29 pappers present inn BP, sorted byy citations.
Table 1. Seelected papers to BP
Title

Periodical/Conference

Authors

*Cit.

Year

[1] An integrrated approach for aggricultural ecosystem
m
managementt

IEEE T
Transactions on Systeems,
Man, annd Cybernetics, Partt C

Xu, L., Liiang, N., & Gao, Q.

114

2008

[2] Dimensioonal issues in agriculltural data warehouse
designs

Compuuters and Eletronics iin
Agricullture

Nilakantaa, S., Scheibe, K., & Rai,
A.

60

2008

[3] Analysis of mealybug incidennce on the cotton croop using
P (Online Analyticall Processing) tool
ADSS-OLAP

Compuuters and Eletronics iin
Agricullture

Abdullah, A.

29

2009

[4] The use oof UML to design aggricultural data warehhouses

Agriculltural Engineering

Pinet, F., et al.

27

2010

[5] Precise ddesign of environmenntal data warehousess

Operatiional Research

Pinet, F., & Schneider, M.

24

2010

[6] EIS Pestiicides: An environmeental information system to
characterize agricultural activitiees and calculate
agro-environnmental indicators att embedded watersheed scales

Agriculltural Systems

F., et al.
Vernier, F

21

2013
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[7] Multidimensional modeling and analysis of large and
complex watercourse data: An OLAP-based solution

Ecological Informatics

Boulil, K., Le Ber, F., Bimonte, S.,
Grac, C., & Cernesson, F.

20

2014

[8] Design and development of data mart for animal
resources

Computers and Eletronics in
Agriculture

Rai, A., Dubey, V., Chaturvedi, K.
K., & Malhotra, P. K.

20

2008

[9] A data warehouse of muscle characteristics and beef
quality in France and a demonstration of potential
applications

Italian Journal of Animal Science

Chriki, S. et al.

14

2013

[10] Definition and analysis of new agricultural farm
energetic indicators using spatial OLAP

Lecture Notes in Computer
Science

Bimonte, S., Boulil, K., Chanet, J.,
& Pradel, M.

13

2012

[11] A quality-aware spatial data warehouse for querying
hydroecological data

Computers & Geosciences

Berrahou, L., et al.

11

2015

[12] On-line Analytical Processing in Agriculture using
Multidimensional Cubes

J. of the Indian Society of
Agricultural Statistics

Chaturvedi, K. K., Rai, A., Dubey,
V., & Malhotra, P. K.

11

2008

[13] Guaranteeing the quality of multidimensional analysis in
data warehouses of simulation results: Application to
pesticide transfer data produced by the MACRO model

Ecological Informatics

Boulil, K., et al

9

2013

[14] Spatial OLAP integrity constraints: From UML-based
specification to automatic implementation: Application to
energetic data in agriculture

Journal of Decision Systems

Boulil, K., Bimonte, S., & Pinet, F.

9

2014

[15] Data integration as the key to building a decision
support system for groundwater

Groundwater for Sustainable
Development

Laraichi, S., Hammani, A., &
Bouignane, A.

8

2016

[16] Multidimensional Schema for Agricultural Data
Warehouse

Int. J. of Research in Engineering
and Technology

Gupta, A. K., & Mazumdar, B. D.

7

2013

[17] Spatial Online Analytical Processing for Hotspots
Distribution Based on Socio-economic Factors in Riau
Province Indonesia

Procedia Environmental Sciences

Thariqa, P., & Sitanggang, I. S.

5

2015

[18] The data storage and analysis system of the Swiss
National Forest Inventory

Computers and Eletronics in
Agriculture

Traub, B., Meile, R., Speich, S.,
& Rösler, E.

5

2017

[19] Multidimensional analysis model for highly pathogenic
avian influenza using data cube and data mining techniques

Biosystems Engineering

Xu, Z., Lee, J., Park, D.,
& Chung, Y

4

2017

[20] Integrated modeling of agricultural scenarios (IMAS) to
support pesticide action plans: the case of the Coulonge
drinking water catchment area (SW France)

Environmental Science and
Pollution Research

Vernier, F., et al.

3

2016

[21] BovReveals: uma plataforma OLAP e data mining para
tomada de decisão na pecuária de corte

Brazilian Congress of
Agroinformatics

Mota, F. M., Souza, K., Ishii, R.,
& Gomes, R. D. C.

2

2017

[22] A data warehouse to explore multidimensional simulated
data from a spatially distributed agro-hydrological model to
improve catchment nitrogen management

Environmental Modelling &
Software

Bouadi, T., et al.

1

2017

[23] A system for the rapid design and implementation of
Personalized Agricultural Key Performance Indicators issued
from sensor data

Computers and Eletronics in
Agriculture

Bimonte, S., Naoufal, E.,
& Gineste, L.

1

2016

[24] An Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) Database for
Agricultural Policy Data: a Greek Case Study

CEUR Workshop Proc.

Maliappis, M., & Kremmydas, D.

1

2015

[25] Aplicação de Business Intelligence nos dados de
diagnóstico de unidades familiares de produção na Paraíba:
um estudo de caso na EMATER-PB

InterScientia

Junior, N. M. C., & Farias, T. M. T.

1

2017

[26] Data Cubes Integration in Spatial OLAP for Agricultural
Commodities

Earth and Environmental Science

Putri, A. I., & Sitanggang, I. S.

1

2017

[27] A new decision-support system for the historical
analysis of integrated pest management activities on olive
crops based on climatic data

Computers and Eletronics in
Agriculture

Zazaa, C., et al

0

2018

[28] An Efficient Data Warehouse for Crop Yield Prediction

Int. Conference on Precision
Agriculture

Ngo, V. M., Le-Khac, N. A.,
& Kechadi, M. T.

0

2018

[29] Investigating Factors that Influence Rice Yields of
Bangladesh using Data Warehousing, Machine

Int. J. on Modern Education and
Computer Science

Ahmed, F., Nandi, D., Rahman, M.,
& Hasan, K. T.

0

2017

Management: Case of Saiss aquifers, Morocco

Learning, and Visualization

Note: The * means the number of citations.
Source: Authors, 2018.
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The first eelement analyzzed is the numbber of papers’ ccitations and tthe cumulativee frequency of citations, as sh
hown
in Figure 44. It is possiblle to observe tthree papers w
without citationns. These papeers were reinserted in the re
eview
process duue to the recennt year of publiication. It is veerified that 899% of citationss are concentraated in 13 of th
he 29
papers (444.83%).

Figure 4. B
BP’s papers cittations and cum
mulative frequuency
Source: Auuthors, 2018.
us on
In Figure 55, the citationss and the numbber of BP’s pappers per year aare shown. As expected, mosst citations focu
the earliestt period (83% of citations inn the period 20008-2013).

Figure 5. N
Number of BP’’s works and itt’s citations perr year
Source: Auuthors, 2018.
Figure 6 sshows, among the total of 97, the authorss with the highhest number of BP’s publicaations. The au
uthors
with one ppublication in BP
B were not cconsidered. The six authors w
with the greateest number of works (exceptt Rai,
A.) develoop their activitiies in a collaboorative way, alll of them beinng from instituttions of Francee.
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Figure 6. Paapers in BP by author
Source: Auuthors, 2018.
Figure 7 presents an anaalysis of the coollaboration between authors in the BP’s paapers. The verttex colors indicates
the authorss’ affiliation coountry and thee vertex size reepresents the nnumber of collaaborations witth different autthors.
Bimonte, S
S. and Miralles, A. carry outt a greater num
mber of works in collaboratioon with other authors and Frrance
has excelleed in the scienntific productioon in DW in thhe agrarian sciiences with 133 papers of BP
P followed by India
with 4 pappers. In this count, the presennce of at least one of the authhors of a givenn country by ppaper is consid
dered.
Three authhors are affiliatted with two innstitutions from
m different couuntries.

Figure 77. Analysis of the collaboratiion network beetween authorss and countriess in BP. Sourcee: Authors, 2018
From BP’ss papers, 3% (nn = 1) were doone with one aauthor, 21% (nn = 6) with twoo authors, 21%
% (n = 6) with three
authors, 244% (n = 7) witth four authorss and 31% (n = 9) with moree than four authhors. This num
mber shows tha
at the
developmeent of works on
o BI and DW
W technologies in the agrariann sector has reequired a consiiderable numb
ber of
people. Thhis can be expplained by the complexity off the subjects and by the intteraction of att least two areas of
knowledgee: computer sccience to the ddevelopers andd Information Technology (IIT) experts andd agrarian scie
ences
to the probblem domain experts.
e
The journaals with the laargest number of BP’s publiccations are Coomputers and E
Electronics in Agriculture, which
w
owns 6 off the 29 BP’s publications
p
annd aggregates 27.25% of thhe citations, annd Ecological Informatics, which
w
owns 2 of the 29 BP’s puublications andd aggregates 77.11% of the ciitations. The puublication vehhicle of the other 21
papers apppeared only onnce.
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4.2.2 Bibliiometric Analyysis of BP’s Reeferences
The biblioometric analysis of the referrences was carrried out consiidering only thhe authors andd periodicals of
o the
works preesent in the BP.
B Figure 8 sshows the tim
me distributionn of the workks present in tthe BP references,
including any type of reference andd possible reppetitions betw
ween them. It is possible tto observe a great
concentrattion of citationns to works between 2000 annd 2010 and w
works done beffore 1995 havee a smaller number
of citations.

BP’s articles
Figure 8. Time diistribution of thhe references ppresent in the B
Source: Auuthors, 2018.
Figure 9 ppresents the maain articles andd authors in a combined anaalysis of the nuumber of citattions from the BP’s
studies andd the number of citations too the most citeed author of thhe papers in thhe BP’s referennces. The num
mbers
represent each of the works
w
from Taable 1. The cuut-off point deefined in the Figure 9 for tthe delimitatio
on of
relevance of the works was
w 20% of thhe articles highhlighted in the attributes undder analysis. The Pareto prin
nciple
was used tto define the cuut-off points.

Figure 9. Citations
C
to BP’s papers and m
most cited authhors by work ppresent in referrences
Source: Auuthors, 2018.
Pinet et al. (20110). In the quadrant
In the grouup of highlightted articles andd authors in thhe quadrant I, sstand out the P
II, in the ggroup of highllighted articles related to ciitations, with m
more than 20,, are presentedd the works off Xu,
Liang, andd Gao (2008), Nilakanta, Sccheibe, and Raai (2008), Abddullah (2009), Pinet and Schhneider (2010), and
Vernier et al. (2013). Inn the quadrant IV, in the grooup of prominent authors wiith more than 45 citations in
n the
references of PB, the works
w
of Boulill et al. (2014),, Bimonte et aal. (2012), Berrrahou et al. (22015), Boulil et al.
(2013), Booulil et al. (2014), Bouadi ett al. (2017) annd Zaza et al. ((2018) are higghtlighted. In qquadrant III arre the
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remaining 15 works, witth 20 citations or less to the aarticles and 477 citations or leess to the mostt cited author of
o the
works in thhe BP referencces.
Figure 10 presents a com
mbined analysis of periodicaals and confereences of BP’s articles and thheir references. The
shape’s coolor identifies the journals aand conferencees. The shape’’s size is direcctly proportionnal to the jourrnal’s
JCR (Jourrnal Citation Report)
R
value for the year oof 2017. The JJCR is one off the journals’ impact assessment
metrics in the scientific community
c
annd is calculatedd as follows:
JCR =

Sum of C
Citations in the Last Two Years
Sum of alll Publications in Laast Two Years

(1)

ghted
Figure 10 shows four grooups of journaals and confereences. Computters and Eletroonics in Agricuulture is highlig
a
in BP aand it appears more than 40 times in BP’s articles refereences, showing
g that
in quadrannt I, with six articles
this vehiclle is the most appropriate annd relevant forr publications related to BI and DW soluttions applied in the
agrarian scciences. Ecoloogical Informatics appears inn quadrant II w
with two articles in BP, but aappears eight times
t
in BP referrences. Enviroonmental Modeelling & Softw
ware is highlighhted in quadrannt IV, with onlly one article in the
BP and apppears 21 timess in BP referennces and also iss the journal w
with the highestt JCR from thee BP’s articles. The
remaining 20 journals and
a conferencees appears in qquadrant III, each one with only one articcle in BP and all
a of
them appeears between 0 and 8 times inn BP articles.

Figure 10.. Relevance off periodicals annd conferencess of BP articless and its refereences
Note. The x-axis shows how many arrticles, by jourrnal or confereence, appearedd in referencess from the BP.. The
y-axis reprresents how many
m
articles w
were found forr the BP, by joournal or confference. The ccolor just identifies
each perioodical and connference. The size of the ccircle is propoortional to thee JCR. To preevent overplottting,
specifically in quadrant III,
I the jitter fuunction was ussed.
Source: Auuthors, 2018.
P’s articles. The word cloudss are a conventtional
Figure 11 shows a word cloud with thee most used keeywords in BP
r
in a graphical wayy, the words freequency of a ddocument (Viéggas, Wattenberrg, &
and populaar solution to represent,
Feinberg, 2009). The coolor has no meeaning, but thee size reflects tthe frequency of the keyworrd. Three pape
ers of
BP do not present any keyword in its pportable docum
ment format (ppdf) (Bimonte,, Naoufal, & G
Gineste, 2016; Putri
& Sitangggang, 2017; Pinet
P
et al., 22010). The woords “Data W
Warehouse”, “D
Decision Suppport Systems”
” and
“Business Intelligence” were united, too analyse the ffrequency of thhese words of interest. The eeight most freq
quent
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keywords from the grouup of 126 founnd, accumulatinng 32.90% of total number, were: Data W
Warehouse (n = 16),
Model (n = 14), OLAP (n
( = 12), Data (n = 9), Agricculture (n = 9),, System (n = 6), Multidimensional (n = 5) and
Spatial (n = 5). Also, 355.71% (n = 5)) of the initial keywords deffined were preesent in articlees of final BP. This
analysis suuggests that the words “OLA
AP”, “Spatial” and “multidim
mensional” are suitable for thhis kind of rese
earch
and could be used in futuure works.

m articles of B
BP
Figure 11. Keywordss extracted from
Source: Auuthors, 2018.
5. Discusssion and Synth
hesis
Some syntthesis are preseented below, fr
from papers in quadrants I annd II from Figuure 9. Pinet et al. (2010) presents
the use off UML to desiign an agriculltural DW to aanalyse the peesticides use iin agriculture, in France, fro
om a
spatial perrspective. Xu,, Liang, and G
Gao (2008), ppresents an A
Agricultural Eccosystem Enteerprise Inform
mation
System, thhat extracts daata on terrain,, land use, plaanting, and othhers, and inteegrates them fo
for agriculturall and
ecosystem
m management.. Nilakanta, Shheibe, and Raii (2008) show
w some problem
ms in dimensioonal modeling
g of a
DW for thhe Indian govvernment, to aagricultural secctor. The mainn issues approoached were tthe granularities of
location annd time dimennsions, overlappping time dom
mains and agggregation and disaggregationn of information at
different ddimensional hierarchies.
h
Abbdullah (20099) presents ann Agriculture Decision Suppport System with
detailed peest-scouting daata from more than 2300 farm
mers of Pakisttan, from 20055 and 2006. Thhis system was used
for compaarison of whicch group of peesticides contrributed to the control of thhe mealybug thhrough analyssis of
pesticide aand time dimennsion in two pperiods. Pinet aand Schneiderr (2010) approach the use off UML for building
multidimensional modells and choosing different critteria accordingg to analysis reequirements. T
The method is used
for analyzee the use of aggricultural ferttilizers, by amoout, per comm
mune and fertiliizer. Vernier et al. (2013) present
an environnmental inform
mation system
m (EIS Pesticidde) using Spaatial DW technnology to anaalyse the impa
act of
agriculturee, through pesticide use, aat different em
mbedded wateershed scales. UML was used and made
e the
communiccation easier beetween the parrticipants invollved.
Main Techhnologies: It is
i worth mentiion that 66% (n = 19) of ppapers mentionned the use off at least one open
source or free software to develop itss solutions. Fiigure 12 show
ws the main tecchnologies and methods use
ed as
solutions iin all 29 papeers from BP. Some papers did not menttion any detaiil about the im
mplementation
ns or
technologiies used. Openn source technnologies in sccientific enviroonment are moore used and encouraged in
n this
subject.
a 4
About the techniques ussed to model thhe DW, 13 pappers applied Sttar schema, 6 aapplied Snowfflake schema and
ctions
applied thee Constellationn schema. Also, 8 papers use Unified Moddeling Languaage (UML) to hhelp in interac
between coomputer scienntists and the ddomain expertss to design the solutions, maiinly used by auuthors from Frrance
(Pinet & S
Schneider, 2010; Pinet et al., 2010; Bimontte et al., 2012; Boulil et al., 22013; Vernier et al., 2013; Boulil
B
et al., 20144a; Boulil et all., 2014b).
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Figure 112. Main Technnologies used in articles of B
BP
Source: Auuthors, 2018.
The Figuree 13 shows thee papers number distributed bby study area:

Figuree 13. Main areaas of study of ppapers selectedd
Source: Auuthors, 2018.
ans to
Main challlenges and issuues pointed ouut: choice of addequate tools ffor DW/BI devvelopment; Quuality and mea
access avaailable data annd information (historical ddata can be sstored in handdwritten bookss or spreadshe
eets);
Uniformityy of data colllection; Care w
with data concepts, measurrement units aand granularityy level in diffferent
systems; E
Establishing data
d
patterns to simplify the integratioon process; T
Tools and meethods to get and
guaranteeiing data qualitty in the DW ((bad data can lead to bad deecisions); DW architecture cchoice; Inform
mation
and data ownership; Stakeholders
S
aand institutionns must be cconvinced of the benefits provided by such
technologiies; Highly effficient interactiive user interfa
faces and searcch tools (Traubb et al., 2017); and heterogen
neous
agriculturaal production systems
s
(cropss grown, climaatic conditions,, soils types, cuultural conditions, among otthers)
make the ddevelopment of
o agricultural ssystems a challlenge (Chaturrvedi et al., 20008).
6. Conclussions and Futture Work
This studyy presented a bibliometric aanalysis of sciientific literatuure about the uses of BI annd DW in agrrarian
sector. Diffferent graphiccs were used too summarize aand present thee information rretrieved. The majority of pa
apers
aligned w
with this researrch were founnd in the journnal Computerrs and Eletronnics in Agricuulture, with a great
number off colaborationss between authhors of France.. Few colaboraations betweenn authors from
m different coun
ntries
were founnd. Bimonte was the most ciited author, wiith 8 works inn BP and 46 ciitations in BP references. Frrance
and India hhave been highhlighted in ressearches approaching DW/BII usage in agraarian sciences. Some papers were
found from
m China, but we
w decided to nnot use them inn this research because they are not open aaccess, not allowing
other reseaarchers to reprroduce our resuults. The workks from BP shoow that the maajority of citatiions concentra
ate on
old paperss, but many reecent works appproach the D
DW and BI usaage in differennt subareas off agrarian secttor in
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many countries. The majority of references from BP were from 2000-2010. Highlighted articles from BP had
more than 20 citations and more than 45 citations to the most cited author from BP’s papers in bibliographic
references. Most of the works are using open-source and free technologies to develop their solutions in agrarian
sciences. It could be seen the high use of PostgreSQL and MySQL DBMS and also the use of BI suites like
Pentaho and SpagoBI.
Also, the majority of the challenges to develop DW/BI solutions to agrarian sector are regarding to: data format,
technologies and modelling techniques used, common and easy communication between developers (computer
scientists) and the experts from the specific domain and farmers, and the heterogeneity of source systems.
Usually, those are the same problems faced in other DW/BI application areas.
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